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ABSTRACT
We present 17 transit light curves of seven known warm-Jupiters observed with the CHaracterising ExOPlanet Satellite
(CHEOPS). The light curves have been collected as part of the CHEOPS Guaranteed Time Observation (GTO) program
that searches for transit-timing variation (TTV) of warm-Jupiters induced by a possible external perturber to shed light on the
evolution path of such planetary systems. We describe the CHEOPS observation process, from the planning to the data analysis.
In this work, we focused on the timing performance of CHEOPS, the impact of the sampling of the transit phases, and the
improvement we can obtain by combining multiple transits together. We reached the highest precision on the transit time of
about 13–16 s for the brightest target (WASP-38, G = 9.2) in our sample. From the combined analysis of multiple transits
of fainter targets with G ≥ 11, we obtained a timing precision of ∼2 min. Additional observations with CHEOPS, covering a
longer temporal baseline, will further improve the precision on the transit times and will allow us to detect possible TTV signals
induced by an external perturber.
Key words: techniques: photometric – planets and satellites: individual: HAT-P-17 b, KELT-6 b, WASP-8 b, WASP-38 b,
WASP-106 b, WASP-130 b, K2-287 b.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The Kepler space-mission showed that hot-Jupiters are usually lone
planets that do not show transit-time variation (TTV) signals (Agol
et al. 2005; Holman & Murray 2005; Steffen et al. 2012). The
occurrence rate of companions to hot-Jupiters is currently uncertain
and unreliable (Huang, Wu & Triaud 2016). On the other hand, almost
50 per cent of warm-Jupiters (gas giant planets with orbital periods
between ∼8 and 200 d) of the Kepler sample are found in multiplanet
systems (Huang et al. 2016). These warm-Jupiters show a wide
variety of orbital configurations possibly resulting from different
 E-mail: luca.borsato@inaf.it (LB); giampaolo.piotto@unipd.it (GP);
davide.gandolfi@unito.it (DG)
formation and migration mechanisms (Wu et al. 2018; Kley 2019),
i.e. disc migration (Lin, Bodenheimer & Richardson 1996; Baruteau
et al. 2016) or high-eccentricity migration (Nagasawa, Ida & Bessho
2008). The measurement of the sky-projected orientation of the
planet orbit with respect to the spin axis of the star (the so-called
projected spin-orbit angle λ) can help to discern between these
two models. Misaligned warm-Jupiters could be formed by high-
eccentricity migration, while circular and aligned warm-Jupiters,
potentially in a mean-motion resonance (MMR) with an outer
companion, are expected to be the result of disc-driven migration
process (Baruteau et al. 2016). In this scenario, the outer companion
is expected to be less massive than the inner warm-Jupiter, if
produced by convergent migration (Kley 2019). Although the orbits
should be nearly circular and well aligned, a mild eccentricity of
the outer planet is expected to build up because of the resonant
C© 2021 The Author(s)
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Table 1. HAT-P-17 summary table of stellar and planetary (planet b)
parameters. Input and priors planetary parameters from Howard et al. (2012)
and Fulton et al. (2013). Best-fitting solution (MLE and semi-interval HDI at
68.27 per cent) from the simultaneous three visits analysis.
Parameters Input/priors Source
HAT-P-17 Gaia DR2 1849786481031300608
RA (J2000) 21:38:08.73 Simbad
DEC (J2000) + 30:29:19.4 Simbad
μα (mas yr−1) −80.4 ± 0.2 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) −127.0 ± 0.2 Gaia DR2
age (Gyr) 7 ± 2 This work
parallax (mas) 10.80 ± 0.06 Gaia DR2
V (mag) 10.4 Simbad
G (mag) 10.3 Gaia DR2
M (M) 0.88 ± 0.04 This work
R (R) 0.84 ± 0.01 This work
ρ (ρ) 1.1 ± 0.5 This work
Teff (K) 5332 ± 55 SWEET-Cat
log g 4.45 ± 0.13 SWEET-Cat
[Fe/H] (dex) +0.05 ± 0.03 SWEET-Cat
HAT-P-17 b
Model Input/priors Multivisit (MLE and HDI)
T
(a)
0,ref (d) −2198.8306 ± 0.0002 2122.67790 ± 0.00008
P (d) 10.338523 ± 0.000009 10.338524 ± 0.000009
D = k2 0.0153 ± 0.0002
W (unit of P) 0.01609 ± 0.00008
b 0.31 ± 0.07 0.47 ± 0.02
h1 0.71 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.01
h2 0.44 ± 0.05 0.47 ± 0.05
T
(a)
0,1 (d) 2091.66222 ± 0.00100 2091.66185 ± 0.00060
T
(a)
0,2 (d) 2122.67674 ± 0.00095 2122.67751 ± 0.00062
T
(a)
0,3 (d) 2143.36047 ± 0.00112 2143.35789 ± 0.00109
log σ j – −8.22 ± 0.07
Derived/physical
k = Rb/R 0.124 ± 0.001 0.1237 ± 0.0007
Rb (RJup) – 1.04 ± 0.02
a/R 22.6 ± 0.5 20.2 ± 0.3
i (◦) 89.2 ± 0.2 88.7 ± 0.1
T
(b)
14 (d) 0.1690 ± 0.0009 0.1664 ± 0.0008
e 0.342 ± 0.005 fixed
ω (◦) 201.5 ± 1.6 fixed
KRV (ms−1) 58.6 ± 0.7 –
Mb (MJup) – 0.54 ± 0.02
ρb (g cm−3) – 0.44 ± 0.02
λ(c) (◦) 19+14−16
GP hyperparameters
log S0 – −18.9 ± 0.2
log ω0 – 4.78 ± 0.07
Notes. (a): Transit times in BJDTDB − 2457000. T0, n single-visit output in the input/priors
column, while they are the linear ephemeris plus 	T0, n from multivisit analysis. (b): Total
duration. The equation used depends on the literature. The multivisit duration is equal
to T14 = W × P . (c): spin-orbit angle measured from the RM effect.
perturbations (Baruteau et al. 2016). The TTVs of a resonant pair
of planets are particularly strong and might be found even if the
companion has a significantly lower mass that cannot be easily
detected using high-precision radial velocity (RV) measurements
(Agol et al. 2005; Holman & Murray 2005; Steffen et al. 2012).
Observing an outer perturber on possibly eccentric and inclined
orbit in a system where an eccentric (and misaligned) warm-Jupiter
is present would be the hint for a high-eccentricity mechanism,
driven by planet–planet (P–P) scattering (Marzari & Nagasawa 2019)
followed by tidal interactions with the host star.
Finding planetary perturbers of known transiting exoplanets can
provide precious insights on to the architecture and the evolution
of planetary systems (Malavolta et al. 2017; Kane et al. 2019;
MacDonald et al. 2020; Masuda, Winn & Kawahara 2020; Poon
et al. 2020; Teyssandier & Libert 2020). Detecting a TTV signal of
a known transiting warm-Jupiter induced by a perturber of planetary
nature would help to understand their evolution path, which is
expected to be different from that of hot-Jupiters (Frewen & Hansen
2016; Huang et al. 2016).
The CHaracterising ExOPlanet Satellite (CHEOPS; Benz et al.
2020) was launched on 2019 December 18, and it started observations
in 2020 April. CHEOPS is a follow-up mission that aims at character-
izing exoplanets known to transit their host star using high-precision
photometry. It already demonstrated its performances improving the
precision on the planetary parameters of KELT-11 b (Benz et al.
2020). Lendl et al. (2020) used the transit and the occultation
observed with CHEOPS to characterize the atmosphere and the spin-
orbit obliquity of the highly irradiated WASP-189 b, measuring the
asymmetry of the transit shape due to the stellar gravity darkening.
Furthermore, CHEOPS has been already used to characterize two
multiple-planet systems, improving the ephemerides and the orbital
parameters of the system TOI-1233 (Bonfanti et al. 2021) and solving
the orbital configuration of TOI-178 (Leleu et al. 2021).
As part of the CHEOPS Guaranteed Time Observation (GTO)
programme, we are currently searching for TTV signals in a selected
sample of known transiting warm-Jupiters (Section 2). The purpose
of this work is to demonstrate CHEOPS’ capability to schedule
multiple observations and obtain transit time measurements with
sufficient accuracy to allow detection of TTV signals. In Section 3,
we present the first 17 CHEOPS transit light curves of seven targets
of our GTO program, we describe the strategy and planning of our
observations, and the data analysis of single and multiple transits for
each target. We summarize and discuss the results in Section 4 and
draw our conclusions in Section 5.
2 TARGET SELECTI ON O F THE SAMPL E
The planets in our sample have significantly non-zero eccentricity
measured from Doppler observations and, when possible, measured
spin-orbit angle, λ, from observations of the Rossiter–McLaughlin
(RM) effect (Ohta, Taruya & Suto 2005) or Doppler tomography
(e.g. Brown et al. 2012). We based our initial sample selection on
the TEPCAT catalogue (Southworth 2011), then we checked if each
candidate target was observable with CHEOPS using the feasibility
checker (FC) provided by the Consortium.1
The possible high mutual inclination (	i) of the perturber expected
by a P–P scattering event implies an almost null probability of transit
and reduces the RV semi-amplitude (KRV). Nevertheless, the mass
of the perturber, coupled with the eccentricity and the inclination, is
expected to induce a detectable TTV signal of the known transiting
warm-Jupiter. The lack of a TTV signal in highly eccentric and mis-
aligned transiting warm-Jupiters would indicate that P–P scattering
is not efficient in producing eccentric and misaligned warm gas giant
planets. We expect to observe 15 transits per target during 3.5 yr, the
nominal duration of the CHEOPS mission. After the first five transits
we should be able to have hint or rule out the presence of a TTV,
but only with the full 15 transits we will be able to sample the TTV
period and amplitude and draw conclusions about the existence of a
perturber and on the formation path (P–P scattering or migration in
disc).
We estimated the expected amplitude of the TTV signal (ATTV)
produced by an outer perturber on a transiting warm-Jupiter, follow-
ing a procedure similar to that used by Borsato et al. (2021). We used
1Available through ESA website; for more information see https://www.co
smos.esa.int/web/cheops-guest-observers-programme.
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Figure 1. HAT-P-17 b single visit analysis. MLE (orange line) from the posterior distribution as the best-fitting model (lowest BIC) with 128 random samples
as green lines (un-detrended and detrended in the first and second panel, respectively, of each figure); black line as the transit model (with out-of-transit set to 1
by default). If GP has been used an additional panel shows the residuals with overplotted the best-fitting GP model (red line). The last panel shows the residuals
with respect to the best-fitting model with the photometric jitter term (fitted as log σ j) added in quadrature to the photometric errors. Upper-left: first visit, fitted
transit shape and detrending against contaminants and GP; upper-right: second visit, same fitting and detrending parameters of first visit; lower: third visit,
model parameters as first and second visit.
the parameters of the transiting warm-Jupiter from the literature
and we assumed the existence of a hypothetical outer planetary
companion. The main parameters of the perturber that influence
the period and the amplitude of the TTV are the mass (Mperturber),
the period (Pperturber), the eccentricity (eperturber), and the mutual
inclination (	iperturber) of the perturber, as widely demonstrated
analytically and numerically by, e.g. Agol et al. (2005), Holman &
Murray (2005), and Nesvorný (2009). We created different TTV
maps based on different initial values of this set of four parameters
of the perturber.
We computed the orbits with TRADEs2 (Borsato et al. 2014;
Malavolta et al. 2017; Nespral et al. 2017; Borsato et al. 2019) over
a grid of mass and period values of the perturber with 30 log-spaced
values of masses, ranging from 1 M⊕ to 1 MJup, and 30 log-spaced
values of different orbital periods. The period grid of the perturber
ranged from slightly longer values than the period of the transiting
planet to 100 d. We used TRADES to integrate the orbits for 3.5 yr (i.e.
2Publicly available at https://github.com/lucaborsato/trades.
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Figure 2. Multivisit analysis of HAT-P-17 b. Left: three CHEOPS visits in phase, φ, with respect to the linear ephemeris and taking into account possible TTV
signal by fitting 	T0, n; data points plotted as white, grey, and black circles for first, second, and third visit, respectively; coloured circles represent the model
for different visit; from top to bottom panels: first panel shows the raw light curves, second panel shows the detrended light curves also corrected by GP, third
panel shows the residuals. Right: O − C diagram with values from the single-visit analysis (squares) and the multivisit analysis (circles). We used a common
linear ephemeris (on top of the figure) from the first iteration of the multivisit analysis as calculated C and the T0s of the single-visit analysis as observed O. The
O − C values for the multivisit analysis correspond to the directly fitted 	T0, n, with k the visit number.
Figure 3. KELT-6 b single-visit analysis (see Fig. 1 for description). The
model, with the lowest BIC, contains the fitted transit shape and detrending
against first three harmonics of the satellite roll angle.
the nominal duration of the CHEOPS mission) and computed transit
times (T0) and linear ephemerides. We then selected 15 random
transits (without replacement), i.e. the expected maximum number
of transits to be obtained for each target during the CHEOPS nominal
mission, re-computed the linear ephemeris, and calculated the ATTV
as the semi-amplitude of the O − C (selected transit times, O, minus
the newly computed linear ephemeris, C). This was done for each
simulation and repeated for 100 times. The final ATTV was computed
as the median of the ATTV of the 100 repetitions. We obtained a map
of the ATTV as a function of mass (Mperturber) and period (Pperturber) of
the perturber. It is well known that the eccentricity of the perturber
(eperturber) boosts the ATTV (Agol et al. 2005; Holman & Murray 2005).
We also took into account the effect of mutual inclination (	i). We
repeated the same analysis with different sets of initial conditions of
the perturber: eperturber = 0.0 and 0.1, 	iperturber = 0◦ and 60◦ (see Figs
from A1 to A7 in Appendix A for a selection of simulation outcomes).
We found that a perturber less massive than the transiting planet on
an external orbit can induce a TTV with amplitude of a few minutes,
detectable with about 15 transits. Finally, combining information
on planet characterization, target visibility with CHEOPS, and
dynamical simulations, we selected a sample of eight warm-Jupiters
to follow-up with CHEOPS and measure their transit times with the
purpose of detecting possible TTV signals. In this work, we present
the analysis of the timing of CHEOPS observations obtained so far
within the context of TTV search of the warm-Jupiters.
3 EXPLOI TI NG TRANSI T TI MI NG FRO M
C H E O P S DATA
We present the analysis of 17 CHEOPS single visits of the transits
of seven targets (HAT-P-17 b, KELT-6 b, WASP-8 b, WASP-38 b,
WASP-106 b, WASP-130 b, K2-287 b) out of the eight targets of our
sample, with the purpose to investigate the performance of CHEOPS
on the timing precision of the first year of observations. Currently,
for five targets (HAT-P-17 b, WASP-8 b, WASP-38 b, WASP-130
b, K2-287 b) we have multiple visits (from two to four visits), that
is we have multiple transit observations. Four targets, HAT-P-17 b,
WASP-8 b, WASP-130 b, and K2-287 b have been observed with
an exposure time of 60 s, while we used an exposure of 55 s for
WASP-38. We used the CHEOPS Exposure Time Calculator (ETC3)
to determine the exposure time of each target.
3Available at https://cheops.unige.ch/pht2/exposure-time-calculator/.
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Table 2. KELT-6 summary table of stellar and planetary (planet b) param-
eters. Input and priors planetary parameters from Collins et al. (2014) and
Damasso et al. (2015). Best-fitting solution (MLE and semi-interval HDI at
68.27 per cent) from the one single-visit analysis.
Parameters Input/priors Source
KELT-6 Gaia DR2 1464700950221781504
RA (J2000) 13:03:55.65 Simbad
DEC (J2000) + 30:38:24.28 Simbad
μα (mas yr−1) −5.11 ± 0.05 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) 15.64 ± 0.05 Gaia DR2
age (Gyr) 5 ± 1 This work
parallax (mas) 4.13 ± 0.03 Gaia DR2
V (mag) 10.3 Simbad
G (mag) 10.2 Gaia DR2
M (M) 1.11 ± 0.06 This work
R (R) 1.34 ± 0.06 This work
ρ (ρ) 0.4 ± 0.2 This work
Teff (K) 6246 ± 88 SWEET-Cat
log g 4.22 ± 0.09 SWEET-Cat
[Fe/H] (dex) −0.22 ± 0.06 SWEET-Cat
KELT-6 b
Model Input/priors Single-visit (MLE and HDI)
P (d) 7.845582 ± 0.000007 fixed
D = k2 0.0060 ± 0.0002 0.0058 ± 0.0001
W (unit of P) 0.0311 ± 0.003 0.0310 ± 0.0004
b 0.22 ± 0.17 0.43 ± 0.07
h1 0.76 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01
h2 0.46 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.05
T
(a)
0,1 (d) – 1976.0773 ± 0.0013
log σ j – −7.78 ± 0.07
Derived/physical
k = Rb/R 0.077 ± 0.001 0.0764 ± 0.0008
Rb (RJup) – 1.02 ± 0.05
a/R 10.8 ± 0.9 10.1 ± 0.4
i (◦) 88.8 ± 0.9 87.6 ± 0.5
T
(b)
14 (d) – 0.243 ± 0.003
e 0.029 ± 0.016 fixed
ω (◦) 308 ± 272 fixed
KRV (ms−1) 41.8 ± 1.1 –
Mb (MJup) – 0.44 ± 0.02
ρb (g cm−3) – 0.27 ± 0.04
λ(c) (◦) −36 ± 11
GP hyperparameters
log S0 – −23 ± 2
log ω0 – 8 ± 2
Notes. (a): Transit times in BJDTDB − 2457000. T0, n single-visit output. (b) : Total duration
equal to T14 = W × P . (c): spin-orbit angle measured from the RM effect.
3.1 Observing strategy
The CHEOPS orbit (with period of 98.77 min, for more details
see Benz et al. 2020) affects the scheduling and the strategy of
the observations. Each CHEOPS observation is called visit. We
aimed to collect CHEOPS data with visit duration (durvis) that
covers the transit event with an out-of-transit baseline long enough to
sample astrophysical and instrumental noise sources (systematics).
Furthermore, to increase the chance to schedule a transit observation,
it is advisable to allow for some level of flexibility in the start time
of the visit including a start lag (l), defined as the difference between
an earliest and latest starting phase (φstart, earliest and φstart, latest,
respectively). We defined the starting phase (φstart) at half visit
duration with respect to the expected centre of the transit, but the
observation can start between φstart − l/2 and φstart + l/2. We used
a start lag, l, of half transit duration, enough to take into account
the uncertainties on the transit duration and the linear ephemeris,
the possible presence of a TTV, and making more flexible the visit
scheduling. Our visit duration definition changed with time after the
analysis of the collected data and planetary parameters update. We
found that a possible good choice for the visit duration, especially
in case of short transits, is given by durvis = max(T14 + l + nc ×
co, 2.5 × T14), where T14 is the total transit duration (elapsed time
from first to fourth contact, equation 30 of Kipping 2010), co =
98.77 min is CHEOPS orbit duration and nc is the minimum number
of CHEOPS orbits to cover the out-of-transit light curve. We need at
least one CHEOPS orbit before and one after the transit to sample
the possible systematics, so we decided to set nc = 3 to have a
more robust analysis. We remind the reader that this definition of the
visit duration is indicative and specific for our targets, and it must
be computed carefully based on the characteristics of the transiting
exoplanet and on the purpose of the observation. With the aim of
precisely measuring the transit time (T0) we need high temporal
sampling of the ingress and egress phases. The global efficiency
of a CHEOPS visit (GEFF), defined as the ratio between the time
effectively spent on target and the total visit duration, depends on
the satellite pointing exclusion angles, Earth occultations, straylight
conditions, and passages through the South Atlantic Anomaly. A
low GEFF translates into periodic gaps in the light curve that for a
minimum GEFF of 50 per cent can be as long as about half an orbit in
duration each. This impacts how well we can sample the ingress and
egress phases of the transit (critical phase ranges efficiency, cprEFF),
and so it greatly affects the precision on the mid-time of transit T0.
However, the GEFF and cprEFF predicted by the FC can be inaccurate
as the CHEOPS orbit implemented in the FC is an approximation to
the satellite’s true orbit on the date of the observation. The uncertainty
of CHEOPS exact position along its orbit makes the exact timing of
these gaps obsolete beyond a few weeks. As the FC is not updated
on a weekly basis to take the revised CHEOPS orbit into account,
we cannot predict GEFF and cprEFF far in advance. The precision and
the accuracy on the transit linear ephemeris and on the parameters of
the exoplanet also impact the cprEFF. We set as minimum value
of the global efficiency GEFF ≥ 50 per cent. When possible, we
selected the cprEFF transit-by-transit, favouring events with at least
one cprEFF (ingress or egress) ≥ 70 per cent and the other one at
least ≥ 30 per cent, or both cprEFF ≥ 50 per cent. The selection of
the visits evolved in time and with updated planetary parameters
and FC version. Furthermore, some of the predicted cprEFF from
FC mismatched the sampling of the ingress and egress phases of
the transit observations, as we will explain in Section 4. It would
also be advisable to have non-consecutive transits to increase the
temporal baseline for the TTV identification and analysis, but, due
to all constraints and to the automatic scheduling, in a few cases
CHEOPS observed consecutive transits of the same exoplanet.
3.2 Data analysis
For all the visits, we used the light curve extracted by the CHEOPS
Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP version 12; Hoyer et al. 2020) with
the default aperture size of 25 pixels (which corresponds to 25
arcsec). We used the same aperture size for all the visits of all the
targets for consistency. The DRP extracts the flux, the error on flux
measurement, the background, the centroid position (and the offset
position in x and y pixel coordinates), the contamination, and the
roll angle of the satellite (for further details, see Hoyer et al. 2020;
Bonfanti et al. 2021; Leleu et al. 2021). We clipped out the outliers
by filtering out values 5 times the mean absolute deviation away from
the median-smoothed4 light curve.
4We used the scipy.signal.medfilt.
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Figure 4. WASP-8 b single visits analysis (see Fig. 1 for description). Left: first visit, fitted transit shape and detrending against background and GP; right:
second visit, fitted transit shape and detrending against all parameters (but glint effect) and GP.
3.2.1 Stellar parameters
We obtained the stellar effective temperature Teff, surface gravity
log g, and the metallicy [Fe/H] from SWEET-Cat (e.g. Santos et al.
2013; Sousa et al. 2018). For K2-287, the spectroscopic parameters
were reviewed with more recent spectroscopic data within the
CHEOPS Stellar Characterization working group. The parameters
were derived with ARES + MOOG (Sneden 1973; Sousa et al. 2015)
following the same procedure as for SWEET-Cat (e.g. Sousa 2014;
Bonfanti et al. 2021). We use the infrared flux method (Blackwell &
Shallis 1977) to determine the stellar radius R of targets in this study
via comparison between optical and infrared broad-band fluxes, and
synthetic photometry of stellar atmospheric models, and using known
relationships between stellar angular diameter, effective temperature,
and parallax (Gaia DR2). This is conducted in a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach by taking the spectral parameter
values derived above as priors on stellar spectral energy distribution
selection to be used for synthetic photometry. We retrieved broad-
band photometry for the following bandpasses from the most recent
data releases, which are Gaia G, GBP, and GRP, 2MASS J, H, and K,
and WISE W1 and W2 (Skrutskie et al. 2006; Wright et al. 2010; Gaia
Collaboration 2016, 2018), and we used the Gaia DR2 parallax and
ATLAS Catalogues (Castelli & Kurucz 2003) of models. Stellar mass
M and age values were determined by combining the results coming
from two different sets of stellar evolutionary models, namely PAR-
SEC v1.2S (PAdova and TRieste Stellar Evolutionary Code; Marigo
et al. 2017) and CLES (Code Liègeois d’Évolution Stellaire; Scuflaire
et al. 2008). The adopted input parameters were Teff, metallicity
[Fe/H], and R. In particular, the results from PARSEC were inferred
employing the isochrone placement algorithm described in Bonfanti
et al. (2015) and Bonfanti, Ortolani & Nascimbeni (2016), which
interpolates within a pre-computed grid of models to retrieve the best-
fitting parameters. Instead, the results from CLES are retrieved by
directly modelling the star with CLES code following a Levenberg–
Marquardt minimization (Salmon et al. 2021). The final adopted
values for M and age t derive from a careful combination of
the two pairs of outputs, as described in details in Bonfanti et al.
(2021).
Of all the stellar properties of all the targets, we found that three
values agree with literature within 3σ , four values are within 2σ , and
all others agree within 1σ .
3.2.2 Light curves analysis
We analysed all single and multiple visits with PYCHEOPS5 (Benz
et al. 2020, Maxted et al., submitted), a custom python package
developed to manage and analyse CHEOPS data sets.
Single-visit analysis: The fitting parameters of the single-visit
transit model within PYCHEOPS are: the transit time (T0), the orbital
period (P), the transit depth (D),6 the transit duration (W, equation 16
of Seager & Mallén-Ornelas 2003) in unit of P, the impact parameter
(b),7 the combination of eccentricity (e) and argument of pericenter
(ω) in the form
√
e cos ω and
√
e sin ω. PYCHEOPS implements the
algorithm qpower2 (Maxted & Gill 2019) for the power-2 law
for the limb-darkening with parameters h1 and h2, but constrained
in the (0, 1) uniform space of the fitting parameters q1 and q2
(Maxted 2018; Short et al. 2019). The program takes into account
trends and/or patterns using detrending parameters, such as first and
second order derivative in time (linear df/dt and quadratic d2f/dt2
term), first and second order derivative of the centroid offset in x
and y pixel coordinates (df/dx, d2f/dx2, df/dy, d2f/dy2), background
(df/dbg), contamination (df/dcontam), and the first three harmonics
of the roll angle (in cos φ and sin φ). It has an additional term called
glint, which models the internal reflections as a smooth function
of the roll angle; this parameter can be modelled measuring the
5Publicly available at https://github.com/pmaxted/pycheops. We used version
0.9.3 of PYCHEOPS.
6The transit depth D is defined as the square of the planet–star radius ratio






7Impact parameter for the circular case b = a
R
cos i.
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Table 3. WASP-8 summary table of stellar and planetary (planet b) pa-
rameters. Input and priors planetary parameters from Queloz et al. (2010),
Knutson et al. (2014), and Bourrier et al. (2017). Best-fitting solution (MLE
and semi-interval HDI at 68.27 per cent) from the two multivisit analysis.
Parameters Input/priors Source
WASP-8 Gaia DR2 2312679845530628096
RA (J2000) 23:59:36.07 Simbad
DEC (J2000) −35:01:52.92 Simbad
μα (mas yr−1) 109.75 ± 0.06 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) 7.61 ± 0.06 Gaia DR2
age (Gyr) 3 ± 1 This work
parallax (mas) 11.09 ± 0.05 Gaia DR2
V (mag) 9.9 Simbad
G (mag) 9.6 Gaia DR2
M (M) 1.07 ± 0.04 This work
R (R) 0.96 ± 0.03 This work
ρ (ρ) 0.9 ± 0.6 This work
Teff (K) 5690 ± 36 SWEET-Cat
log g 4.42 ± 0.15 SWEET-Cat
[Fe/H] (dex) 0.29 ± 0.03 SWEET-Cat
WASP-8 b
Model Input/priors Multivisit (MLE and HDI)
T
(a)
0,ref (d) −2320.6661 ± 0.0005 2093.20574 ± 0.00016
P (d) 8.15872 ± 0.00002 8.15872 ± 0.00001
D = k2 0.0127 ± 0.0003 0.0136 ± 0.0002
W (unit of P) 0.018 ± 0.001 0.0179 ± 0.0003
b 0.46 ± 0.06 0.47 ± 0.02
h1 0.72 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.01
h2 0.44 ± 0.05 0.48 ± 0.05
T
(a)
0,1 (d) 2052.41241 ± +0.00061 2052.41218 ± +0.00058
T
(a)
0,2 (d) 2134.00000 ± +0.00036 2133.99944 ± +0.00032
log σ j – −8.1 ± 0.1
Derived/physical
k = Rb/R 0.1130 ± 0.0015 0.11685 ± 0.0009
Rb (RJup) – 1.12 ± 0.04
a/R 18.2 ± 0.8 18.3 ± 0.5
i (◦) 88.6 ± 0.2 88.5 ± 0.1
T
(b)
14 (d) 0.144 ± 0.008 0.146 ± 0.003
e 0.304 ± 0.004 fixed
ω (◦) 274.2 ± 0.1 fixed
KRV (ms−1) 221.1 ± 1.2 –
Mb (MJup) – 2.19 ± 0.06
ρb (g cm−3) – 2.1 ± 0.2
λ(c) (◦) −143.0+1.6−1:5
GP hyperparameters
log S0 – −21.8 ± 0.1
log ω0 – 6.7 ± 0.1
Notes. (a): Transit times in BJDTDB − 2457000. T0, n single visit output in the input/priors
column, while they are the linear ephemeris plus 	T0, n from multivisit analysis. (b): Total
duration is equal to T14 = W × P . (c): spin-orbit angle measured from the RM effect.
roll angle relative to the apparent Moon distance (that is the glint
is caused by the moonlight). It also models the stellar activity, i.e.
the stellar granulation, with Gaussian process (GP; Rasmussen &
Williams 2006) with the SHOTerm kernel, with a fixed quality factor
Q = 1/√2, implemented in CELERITE (Harvey 1985; Kallinger
et al. 2014; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017; Barros et al. 2020). The
SHOTerm kernel describes a stochastically driven, damped harmonic
oscillator, characterized by a damping time-scale equal to τ = 2Q/ω0
and a standard deviation of the process σGP =
√
S0ω0Q. The fitting
hyper-parameters used in the kernel are log S0 and log ω0. A jitter
term has been always added in quadrature to the flux errors and it was
fitted as log σ j; also a constant term (c) has been taken into account
in the detrending model.
During the single-visit analysis we did not fit all the parameters. We
fixed P,
√
e cos ω, and
√
e sin ω to the values found in literature. For
each visit, we compared the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for
two transit models, i.e. fitting the parameters of the transit shape, that
is D, W, and b, or fixing them. The physical parameters of the planets
taken from the literature are used to compute the initial parameters
and the Gaussian priors for the fitting parameters D, W, and b. For all
the detrending parameters we used Uniform priors between −1 and
1, only the glint parameter was bounded between 0 and 2. From the
determinant of the Jacobian matrix we constrained the model to have
uniform priors on cos i, log k, and log a/R. During the fit, PYCHEOPS
computes the log of the stellar density (log ρ) from k, b, W, and
P and it applies a prior determined from the stellar parameters, i.e.
mass and radius. Also the LD power-2 law coefficient values and
priors are computed from the stellar parameters in the form h1 and
h2, defined in Maxted (2018).
We did the analysis using as initial points the parameters in
literature, fitted with the Levenberg–Marquart (based on MINPACK,
Moré, Garbow & Hillstrom 1980) implemented in lmfit,8 and
then we ran an MCMC analysis with the affine-invariant sampler
(Goodman & Weare 2010) implemented in the EMCEE package
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013, 2019). First, we used only the
detrending parameters without the GP, then we fixed the transit shape
(if fitted) and the T0 training the GP on the residuals. The posteriors
of the hyperparameters obtained are then used to define the priors
of for the subsequent analyses as twice the error computed from
the posterior distribution. We re-ran the full analysis (transit model,
detrending parameters, and GP) with physical and hyperparameter
priors. So, for each visit we ran the analysis both fitting and fixing
the transit shape, different combinations of detrending parameters of
the same kind, e.g. linear and quadratic trend in time, first and second
order derivative of the x and y pixel offset, etc., and an additional
set of detrending parameters determined with a least-squares fit on
the out-of-transit part, and with and without the GP. For each of
these analysis we computed the BIC, and we visually inspected each
single fit to avoid overcompensation of the GP, looking for transit-like
feature (also upside-down). In addition, we computed the Pearson’s
correlation r9 between the flux and the best-fitting transit model
(rtra), and the flux and the best-fitting GP model (rGP) without the
transit model. We found that all the transit models are strongly and
significantly correlated with the flux (rtra > 0.9, p−value < 0.05),
while rGP did not show any correlation. We also tried to evaluate
the possible level of overcompensation by adding a scaled transit
model (from the best-fitting without the GP) to the GP model
and computing the correlation coefficient rGP, scaled. We tested a
scale factor ranging from 2.5 per cent to 0.5 per cent in steps of
0.5 per cent. We found that all rGP were lower than rGP, scaled with the
scale factor at 0.5 per cent, allowing us to conclude that all our GP
models could contribute to the transit model for less than 0.5 per cent.
Even if this analysis is not conclusive, it is a further indication we
are not introducing a strong bias in our transit model and parameter
estimation. This allowed us to determine the best-fitting combination
of transit, detrending, and GP parameters for each visit as the model
with the lowest BIC. In the EMCEE analysis, we used 128 walkers and
we fine-tuned the number of steps and burn-in for each visit, which
is repeating the analysis with an increased number of steps if the
chains did not converge (we checked it with visual inspections of all
the chains).
Multivisit analysis: For the targets already observed by CHEOPS
multiple times, with PYCHEOPS we were able to combine the
best-fitting results of the single-visit analysis. This allowed us to
8https://lmfit.github.io/lmfit-py/
9Implemented within SCIPY at https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/gen
erated/scipy.stats.pearsonr.html.
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Figure 5. As in Fig. 2, but for WASP-8 b. Left: multivisit phase plot of two CHEOPS visits; right: O – C diagram.
analyse simultaneously the multiple visits. We fitted the transit and
LD common model, as for the single visit (D, W, b, h1, and h2).
We also used the detrending parameters of each single visit, and
a common SHOTerm GP kernel (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017)
with two common hyperparameters (log S0 and log ω0). The GP is
able to take into account linear trends in time, so if present, we
used very tight priors on df/dt. The priors on the hyperparameters
were determined as the average (with error propagation) of the
single-visit hyperparameters. We used the default values of the GP
hyperparameters if not present in the single-visit. In the multivisit,
the roll angle model within PYCHEOPS is not part of the detrending
model as in the single-visit analysis. The detrending parameters of
the roll angle (and its harmonics) are treated as nuisance parameter
following the recipe by Luger, Foreman-Mackey & Hogg (2017)
and they are marginalized away as a CELERITE CosineTerm
kernel (see Maxted et al., submitted for further details) added to
the covariance matrix. This method implicitly assumes that the roll
angle is a linear function of time for each visit, which is the rate of
change of the roll angle is constant.
First, we fitted the common transit parameter, the detrending and
GP hyperparameters, and a linear ephemeris with parameters the
reference time (T0, ref) and the period (P). Then, we took the best-
fitting parameters from the posterior distribution and we repeated
the analysis, but fixing T0, ref and P and fitting 	T0, n10 for each visit
n, that is the deviation from the calculated transit time from the
linear ephemeris T0, n = T0, ref + E × P + 	T0, n, with E the epoch,
an integer number that identifies the transit. We found that using a
number of walkers (or chains) between 64 and 128 (depending on
the number of fitting parameters) was enough to reach convergence
for the multivisit analysis with EMCEE, because we are starting from
previous single-visit analysis.
For targets with multiple visits, we calculated the so-called
Observed-Calculated (O − C) plot, where O is the observed T0 and
the C is the transit time computed from the linear ephemeris. The O
− C diagram is a simple tool able to identify a possible TTV signal.
We computed two O − C values, one for the T0, n of single visits with
the ephemeris obtained from multivisit analysis, and a second one
10Also referred into PYCHEOPS as ttvn, with n the visit number.
as direct output of the multivisit analysis, that is (O − C)n = 	T0, n.
In this way, we were also able to assess visual improvement on the
transit timing measurement with simultaneous multivisit analysis.
For all the single and multiple visit analysis we used as best-
fitting solution the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), that is
the set of parameters that maximizes the likelihood of the posterior
distribution. We computed as error, σ , of the best-fitting the semi-
interval of the high density interval (HDI11) at 68.27 per cent of the
posterior, which is equivalent to the semi-interval defined by the 16th
and 84th percentiles in case of Gaussian distribution.12
3.3 HAT-P-17 b
HAT-P-17 is an early K dwarf (see Table 1 for stellar parameters) that
hosts two exoplanets, it was the second multiplanet system detected
by a ground-based facility (Howard et al. 2012). The outer planet,
HAT-P-17 c, has a poorly constrained orbit with a period that could be
anywhere in range between 10 and 36 yr (Fulton et al. 2013). It does
not appear to transit. HAT-P-17 b is a transiting exoplanet with mass
and radius of about 0.5 MJup and 1 RJup, respectively, and an orbital
period of 10.3 d. The planet has a high eccentricity e = 0.342 that
would suggest a perturbation process responsible for the formation of
the system, even if the spin-orbit misalignment (λ = 19+14−16 degrees)
was not significantly detected by Fulton et al. (2013). The same
author, from adaptive optics analysis, ruled out the possible presence
of a distant (>50 au) and massive object (M ∼ 80 MJup). This suggests
that Kozai–Lidov process was not responsible for the formation of
the system. Detecting a TTV signal from a fourth lighter object on a
mutually inclined orbit would be the evidence that the P–P scattering
could be the main process in the evolution of the HAT-P-17 system.
CHEOPS observed HAT-P-17 from 2020 August to 2020 October,
obtaining three transits of the planet b with GEFF of 65.8 per cent,
57.4 per cent, and 48.5 per cent, respectively. The third visit covers
11Based on the implementation of TraceAnalysis.hpd within the
PyAstronomy package, available at https://pyastronomy.readthedocs.io/e
n/latest/.
12The error of the fitted parameters computed as the semidifference between
the 84th and the 16th percentile is the default method within PYCHEOPS.
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Table 4. WASP-38 summary table of stellar and planetary (planet b)
parameters. Input and priors planetary parameters from Brown et al. (2012)
and Bonomo et al. (2017). Best-fitting solution (MLE and semi-interval HDI
at 68.27 per cent) from the four multivisit analysis.
Parameters Input/priors Source
WASP-38 Gaia DR2 4453211899986180352
RA (J2000) 16:15:50.37 Simbad
DEC (J2000) + 10:01:57.28 Simbad
μα (mas yr−1) −31.07 ± 0.05 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) −39.17 ± 0.04 Gaia DR2
age (Gyr) 2.8 ± 0.6 This work
parallax (mas) 7.31 ± 0.04 Gaia DR2
V (mag) 9.4 Simbad
G (mag) 9.2 Gaia DR2
M (M) 1.28 ± 0.05 This work
R (R) 1.35 ± 0.03 This work
ρ (ρ) 0.52 ± 0.04 This work
Teff (K) 6436 ± 60 SWEET-Cat
log g 4.8 ± 0.07 SWEET-Cat
[Fe/H] (dex) 0.06 ± 0.04 SWEET-Cat
WASP-38 b
Model Input/priors Multivisit (MLE and HDI)
T
(a)
0,ref (d) −1664.0795 ± 0.0007 2005.51241 ± 0.00008
P (d) 6.87182 ± 0.00005 6.87187 ± 0.00003
D = k2 0.0069 ± 0.0001 0.00633 ± 0.00003
W (unit of P) 0.02865 ± 0.00015 0.02915 ± 0.00004
b 0.12 ± 0.08 0.35 ± 0.02
h1 0.8 ± 0.1 0.78 ± 0.01
h2 0.5 ± 0.1 0.29 ± 0.05
T
(a)
0,1 (d) 1991.76886 ± +0.00028 1991.76881 ± +0.00023
T
(a)
0,2 (d) 1998.64072 ± +0.00015 1998.64066 ± +0.00018
T
(a)
0,3 (d) 2005.51210 ± +0.00018 2005.51216 ± +0.00020
T
(a)
0,4 (d) 2033.00014 ± +0.00019 2033.00013 ± +0.00019
log σ j – −8.47 ± 0.03
Derived/physical
k = Rb/R 0.0831 ± 0.0006 0.0796 ± 0.0002
Rb (RJup) – 1.07 ± 0.02
a/R 12.1 ± 0.1 11.17 ± 0.07
i (◦) 89.4 ± 0.4 88.2 ± 0.1
T
(b)
14 (d) 0.197 ± 0.001 0.2003 ± 0.0003
e 0.028 ± 0.003 fixed
ω (◦) 338 ± 9 fixed
KRV (ms−1) 246.6 ± 1.2 –
Mb (MJup) – 2.7 ± 0.1
ρb (g cm−3) – 2.3 ± 0.1
λ(c) (◦) 7.5+4.7−6.1
GP hyperparameters
log S0 – −24.0 ± 0.3
log ω0 – 5.0 ± 0.2
Notes. (a): Transit times in BJDTDB − 2457000. T0, n single visit output in the input/priors
column, while they are the linear ephemeris plus 	T0, n from multivisit analysis. (b): Total
duration. The equation used depends on the literature. The multivisit duration is equal
to T14 = W × P . (c): spin-orbit angle measured from the RM effect.
almost 0 per cent of both ingress and egress, lowering the precision
on the transit time of this visit.
Before observing we realized that there are two stars of magnitude
G = 14.6 and 15.7 (4–5 magnitudes fainter than the target),
located close to the edge of the photometric aperture (aperture
radius of 25 arcsec). These two stars are not physically bound
to HAT-P-17, at a distance of about 26 arcsec, as we can infer
from their parallax (π ) and proper motions (μα, μδ) from Gaia
EDR313 (Lindegren et al., in preparation, Gaia Collaboration, in
13Only in this case, we used EDR3 instead of DR2 because of the updated
values of parallaxes and proper motions of neighbour stars at time of writing.
Using EDR3 parallaxes in the stellar properties of all the targets would have
not affected the results of our work.
preparation), i.e. π = 1.29 ± 0.02 mas, μα = 5.21 ± 0.02, μδ =
−14.19 ± 0.02 mas yr−1 and π = 0.53 ± 0.05 mas, μα = 6.31 ±
0.04, μδ = −9.53 ± 0.04 mas yr−1, respectively, while HAT-P-
17 has π = 10.82 ± 0.02 mas and μα = 80.28 ± 0.02, μδ =
−127.04 ± 0.02 mas yr−1. We estimated that the flux contribution
from the contaminants is about 2.5 per cent, but we were able to
model it with PYCHEOPS.
For each visit, we modelled the light curves fitting the shape of
the transit and the systematics with the contaminant parameter in the
detrending model and the GP kernel. These were the models with
the lowest BIC. Table 1 lists literature values used as initial guess
and priors. See Fig. 1 for the three single visits of HAT-P-17 b, with
best-fitting model (transit, detrending, and GP). We obtained from
single-visit analysis an error on the transit time of σT0 = 87 s, 82 s,
and 97 s, respectively. We used the single-visit analysis as input for
a simultaneous-combined multivisit analysis (Fig. 2). We reported in
Table 1 the best-fitting solution of the multivisit analysis. The O −
C plot of the three visits is shown in Fig. 2 with the linear ephemeris
from the first iteration of the multivisit analysis (see T0, ref and P in
Table 1). We found that the first two visits have an improvement on
the σT0 of ∼30 s (40 per cent for the first visit, 35 per cent for the
second visit), and they agree with the linear ephemeris at 1σ . On the
other hand, the third visit improved the T0 only by 3 s and shows
a deviation from the linear ephemeris. Also the T0 of the multivisit
analysis agrees with the single-visit analysis only at 2σ . As shown by
Barros et al. (2013), the uncertainties from partial transits are usually
underestimated that explains the discrepancies found. To confirm or
rule out the TTV signal in the O − C diagram of Fig. 2, we need
to analyse the CHEOPS observations with literature and TESS data,
but this was not the purpose of this work.
3.4 KELT-6 b
KELT-6 is a late F-type star that hosts two exoplanets, one transiting,
KELT-6 b (Collins et al. 2014), with a period of 7.85 d and an outer
more massive non-transiting planet, KELT-6 c (Damasso et al. 2015).
Damasso et al. (2015) proposed that the main formation process of
the system can be the result of a P–P scattering of more than two
planets and a successive coplanar high-eccentricity migration (CHE;
Petrovich 2015). Detecting a TTV signal induced by a lighter planet
on an outer coplanar orbit and in MMR (or close to) with planet b
would imply a disc-driven migration, instead of a P–P scattering, that
would result in a perturber on a mutually inclined orbit, and outside
an MMR.
We collected only one CHEOPS visit of KELT-6 b on 2020 May
6, with a GEFF of about 69 per cent. The visit duration was too short
to sample correctly the post-egress part, and also the egress phase
was completely missed (Fig. 3). In this case, we run only the single-
visit analysis, and the BIC analysis favoured the model fitting for
the transit shape and detrending for the first three harmonics of the
roll angle [as df/dcos (n × φ), df/dsin (n × φ) with n = 1, 2, 3 that
identifies the harmonic] and with the GP. We obtained an error on
the T0 of about 114 s, totally dominated by the lack of points in
the egress. However, with only one CHEOPS visit we were able to
improve the parameters of KELT-6 b (see Table 2). More transits
are needed to run a combined analysis covering all the phases of the
transit to improve the precision on the transit time.
3.5 WASP-8 b
WASP-8 b is an exoplanet with a radius similar to Jupiter and a mass
of about 2 MJup. It has an eccentric, retrograde orbit (λ = −143◦),
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Figure 6. WASP-38 b single visits analysis (see Fig. 1 for description). Upper-left: first visit, fitted transit shape and detrending against linear trend, x and
y pixel offset, first harmonic of the roll angle, and GP; upper-right: second visit, fitted transit shape and detrending against the background, contaminants,
quadratic term, second order of x and y pixel offset, two harmonics of the roll angle, and GP; lower-left: third visit, fitted transit shape and detrending against the
linear trend and x and y pixel offset without the GP; lower-right: fourth visit, fitted transit shape and detrending against the background, contaminants, y pixel
offset, first harmonics of roll angle, and GP.
with a period of about 8.16 d (Queloz et al. 2010; Knutson et al.
2014; Bourrier et al. 2017).
The host star, WASP-8 A, has a physical stellar companion, B,
at about 4.′′5 (Gaia Collaboration 2018). WASP-8 B lies within the
CHEOPS point spread function of WASP-8 A, but is four magnitudes
fainter than A (in G-band), and its contribution to the flux (less than
2 per cent) in the aperture is almost negligible. The presence of the
stellar companion impacts the depth of transit, but without changing
the symmetry with respect to the T0 and its measurement. For these
reasons, we did not take into account a dilution factor in the transit
analysis, but it will be done in future works.
Knutson et al. (2014) found that WASP-8 B, having a mass of
about 0.5 M and a sky-projected separation greater than 390 au, was
not sufficient to explain the RV trend and modulation. The authors
suggested that two massive planets on outer orbits are needed. So
this system cannot be the result of disc-driven migration. Instead a
Kozai or a P–P scattering mechanism was invoked (Knutson et al.
2014), making WASP-8 b a good candidate for our purpose.
The transit of WASP-8 b was observed twice by CHEOPS, with
one visit in July and one in 2020 October, with a GEFF of 57.8 per cent
and 67.8 per cent, respectively. The first visit shows a low coverage
(almost null) of the ingress phase and good egress, while the second
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Figure 7. As in Fig. 2, but for WASP-38 b. Left: multivisit phase plot of four CHEOPS visits; right: O – C diagram.
Figure 8. WASP-106 b single visit analysis (see Fig. 1 for description). The
model contains the fitted transit shape and detrending against x and y pixel
offset.
visit has a cprEFF > 50 per cent of both ingress and egress. We run
the analysis and found that the BIC favoured models fitting the shape
of both transits and detrending for the background and GP the first
visit and for all the parameters (but glint) and GP the second visit.
The single-visit analysis provides a σT0 of 53 s and 31 s for the first
and second visit, respectively (Fig. 4). From the multivisit analysis,
we had an improvement of about 4 s for both visits (see Table 3
for the summary of the results), taking into account that the gaps of
the two visits are in phase, lowering the effective sample timing of
the transit, i.e. the start of the ingress phase is missing. With further
visits with different GEFF, cprEFF, and gap phases, we will be able to
Table 5. WASP-106 summary table of stellar and planetary (planet b)
parameters. Input and priors planetary parameters from Smith et al. (2014).
Best-fitting solution (MLE and semi-interval HDI at 68.27 per cent) from the
one single-visit analysis.
Parameters Input/priors Source
WASP-106 Gaia DR2 3788394461991295488
RA (J2000) 11:05:43.14 Simbad
DEC (J2000) −05:04:45.94 Simbad
μα (mas yr−1) −24.818 ± 0.077 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) −13.294 ± 0.060 Gaia DR2
age (Gyr) 2.5 ± 0.6 This work
parallax (mas) 2.81 ± 0.05 Gaia DR2
V (mag) 11.2 Simbad
G (mag) 11.4 Gaia DR2
M (M) 1.26 ± 0.05 This work
R (R) 1.42 ± 0.02 This work
ρ (ρ) 0.81 ± 0.15 This work
Teff (K) 6265 ± 36 SWEET-Cat
log g 4.38 ± 0.04 SWEET-Cat
[Fe/H] (dex) +0.15 ± 0.03 SWEET-Cat
WASP-106 b –
Model Input/priors Single-visit (MLE and HDI)
P (d) 9.28972 ± 0.00001 fixed
D = k2 0.00642 ± 0.00018 0.00607 ± 0.00016
W (unit of P) 0.0240 ± 0.0008 0.0247 ± 0.0003
b 0.13 ± 0.16 0.57 ± 0.07
h1 0.75 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.01
h2 0.46 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.05
T
(a)
0,1 (d) - 1962.68825 ± 0.00069
log σ j - −7.27 ± 0.06
Derived/physical
k = Rb/R 0.080 ± 0.001 0.078 ± 0.001
Rb (RJup) - 1.10 ± 0.02
a/R 14.2 ± 0.4 11.8 ± 0.7
i (◦) 89.5 ± 0.6 87.2 ± 0.5
T
(b)
14 (d) 0.223 ± 0.008 0.229 ± 0.003
e 0 fixed
ω (◦) 90 fixed
KRV (ms−1) 165.3 ± 4.3 -
Mb (MJup) - 2.00 ± 0.08
ρb (g cm−3) - 1.14 ± 0.22
λ(c) (◦) -
Notes. (a): Transit times in BJDTDB − 2457000. T0, n single visit output. (b): Total duration
equal to T14 = W × P . (c): spin-orbit angle measured from the RM effect.
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Figure 9. WASP-130 b single visits analysis (see Fig. 1 for description). Upper-left: first visit, fixed transit shape and detrending against background and GP;
upper-right: second visit, fixed transit shape and detrending against x and y pixel offset and GP; lower: third visit, fitted transit shape and detrending against the
first harmonics of the satellite roll angle and GP.
reach a higher precision on the T0, improving also the preliminary
result of the O − C (see Fig. 5).
3.6 WASP-38 b
WASP-38 is the brightest star of our current sample, with G = 9.2 and
V = 9.4. It hosts a quite massive (2.7 MJup) warm-Jupiter, WASP-38
b, on a slightly eccentric orbit (e = 0.028 ± 0.003) with a period of
about 6.9 d (Barros et al. 2011; Simpson et al. 2011; Brown et al.
2012; Bonomo et al. 2017). WASP-38 b orbit is aligned (within 2σ )
with the stellar spin (Brown et al. 2012), even if it was expected to
be misaligned due to its eccentricity and mass (Simpson et al. 2011).
Table 4 summarizes the parameters from literature that we used in our
analysis. The lack of an RV trend due to an external massive planet
or stellar companion would rule out the Kozai and P–P scattering
mechanisms in the formation process, making this system the result
of a disc-driven migration or of a more complex scenario.
We collected four visits with CHEOPS, spanning an observing
period of only two months from 2020 May to July. The first
three visits have very high GEFF (> 91 per cent) and high temporal
sampling of both ingress and egress. Only the egress of the first
visit has a low coverage (∼ 30 per cent). The fourth visit has a GEFF
of 62.2 per cent, but both ingress and egress were sampled with a
high cprEFF. The BIC favoured the analysis fitting the shape of all
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Figure 10. As in Fig. 2, but for WASP-130 b. Left: multivisit phase plot of three CHEOPS visits; right: O − C diagram.
the four transits and detrending for the linear trend, x and y pixel
offset, first harmonic of the roll angle, and GP the first (σT0 = 24 s)
and for the background, contaminants, quadratic term, second order
of x and y pixel offset, two harmonics of the roll angle, and GP
the second visit (σT0 = 13 s), for the linear trend and x and y pixel
offset without the GP the third (σT0 = 16 s) and for the background,
contaminants, y pixel offset, first harmonics of roll angle, and GP
the fourth visit (σT0 = 16 s). See Fig. 6 for the single-visit plots and
fits. This analysis allowed us to determine the T0 of the transits with
the highest precision of our current whole data sample. From the
multivisit analysis (see Fig. 7 and Table 4 for the summary of the
results), we obtained σT0 = 20, 16, 17, and 17 s for the four visits,
respectively. Only for the first visit we had a slightly improved σT0
(∼ 17 per cent) due to the partial egress, whose phase is covered in
the joint analysis. We had a worsening on σT0 of the latest three
visits (−22 per cent, −12 per cent, and −2 per cent, respectively).
The third visit was not detrended with the GP (see lower-left plot
in Fig. 6), so, we suspect that the common GP kernel in multivisit
could have introduced more noise due to an overfitting. However,
this aspect will be analysed in detail in a future work. The second
single-visit analysis used the GP, but it appears (see upper-right plot
in Fig. 6) to be a modulation more than a short time-scale variation
(i.e. the stellar granulation), and, as for the third visit, the common GP
kernel could have introduced some noise, increasing the uncertainty
in the transit time determination.
Unfortunately, the first three visits have been scheduled as con-
secutive, reducing the time-span needed to identify TTV signal. The
third visit shows a slight departure from the linear ephemeris (see
O − C plot in Fig. 7), but it is still within 2σ . We cannot draw any
conclusion on the existence of a TTV signal based on the current data
set, and we need to extend the temporal baseline of the observations.
3.7 WASP-106 b
WASP-106 is the faintest target in the G band (G = 11.4 and V =
11.2) of our sample, and it hosts a warm-Jupiter planet (b) with a
mass about double that of Jupiter, and a radius slightly larger than
Jupiter. WASP-106 b has been discovered by Smith et al. (2014) and
it has a circular orbit with a period of about 9.3 d. The same authors
found that the planetary orbit cannot be circularized by tidal forces,
so the orbit remained almost circular for the system lifetime. This
could be a hint of a disc-driven migration as the main process of the
evolution of the system (Smith et al. 2014).
We observed the transit of WASP-106 b only once with CHEOPS
in 2020 April. We obtained a light curve with a GEFF of about
66.3 per cent and with ingress and egress sampled with an efficiency
of about 56 per cent and 60 per cent, respectively. We modelled the
light curve, based on BIC statistics, fitting the shape of the transit
and detrending for the x and y pixel offset, without GP (see Fig. 8
and Table 5). We obtained σT0 = 60 s, probably due to the noisy data
and due to the short visit and bad sampling of the pre-ingress phase,
making it difficult to properly constrain the detrending parameters
during the model fit. We need more visits to better understand the
possibility to detect a TTV for this target.
3.8 WASP-130 b
WASP-130 was classified as a metal-rich G6 star, with magnitude
V = 11.1, by Hellier et al. (2017). The same authors discovered
WASP-130 b, a warm-Jupiter with period of about 11.6 d and a
circular orbit. There is no evidence of an RV trend due to a planetary
or stellar companion. So, also this target will be part of the sample
for testing the disc-driven migration process.
We obtained three visits with CHEOPS in 2020 May and June. The
first visit has a GEFF of 61.8 per cent and good sampling of ingress
and egress, but it is too short and strongly affected by systematic
effects. The GEFF of the second and third visit is of 54.3 per cent
for both. Furthermore, the second visit is characterized by an empty
sampling of ingress and egress, and the third visit covered only about
50 per cent of the ingress (see Fig. 9). Due to these reasons, for the
first and the second visit in the single-visit analysis we obtained the
best-fitting transit model with fixed shape parameters. For these two
visits, we used as detrending parameters the background with GP
(first visit) and the x and y pixel offset with GP (second visit). We
fitted the shape of the transit of the third visit, detrending for the first
harmonic of the roll angle with the GP. See Fig. 9 for the single-visit
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Table 6. WASP-130 summary table of stellar and planetary (planet b)
parameters. Input and priors planetary parameters from Hellier et al. (2017).
Best-fitting solution (MLE and semi-interval HDI at 68.27 per cent) from the
three multivisit analysis.
Parameters Input/priors Source
WASP-130 Gaia DR2 6112606840179716096
RA (J2000) 13:32:25.44 Simbad
DEC (J2000) −42:28:30.97 Simbad
μα (mas yr−1) 6.11 ± 0.08 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) −1.24 ± 0.08 Gaia DR2
age (Gyr) 3.2 ± 0.7 This work
parallax (mas) 5.78 ± 0.05 Gaia DR2
V (mag) 11.1 Simbad
G (mag) 11.0 Gaia DR2
M (M) 1.06 ± 0.04 This work
R (R) 1.02 ± 0.01 This work
ρ (ρ) 1.0 ± 0.2 This work
Teff (K) 5667 ± 34 SWEET-Cat
log g 4.43 ± 0.05 SWEET-Cat
[Fe/H] (dex) 0.31 ± 0.03 SWEET-Cat
WASP-130 b
Model Input/priors Multivisit (MLE and HDI)
T
(a)
0,ref (d) −78.85693 ± 0.00025 2000.31939 ± 0.00023
P (d) 11.55098 ± 0.00001 11.55098 ± 0.00001
D = k2 0.00916 ± 0.00014 0.0092 ± 0.0001
W (unit of P) 0.01342 ± 0.00009 0.01347 ± 0.00007
b 0.53 ± 0.03 0.49 ± 0.02
h1 0.72 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.01
h2 0.44 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.05
T
(a)
0,1 (d) 1977.21671 ± +0.00094 1977.21727 ± +0.00051
T
(a)
0,2 (d) 2000.32184 ± +0.00291 2000.31935 ± +0.00228
T
(a)
0,3 (d) 2011.86986 ± +0.00052 2011.86962 ± +0.00075
log σ j – −7.40 ± 0.04
Derived/physical
k = Rb/R 0.0957 ± 0.0007 0.0961 ± 0.0005
Rb (RJup) – 0.98 ± 0.01
a/R 22.7 ± 2.4 23.2 ± 0.3
i (◦) 88.66 ± 0.12 88.79 ± 0.07
T
(b)
14 (d) 0.155 ± 0.001 0.1556 ± 0.0008
e 0 fixed
ω (◦) 90 fixed
KRV (ms−1) 108 ± 2 –
Mb (MJup) – 1.25 ± 0.04
ρb (g cm−3) – 2.2 ± 0.1
λ(c) (◦) –
GP hyperparameters
log S0 – −21.1 ± 0.2
log ω0 – 5.5 ± 0.1
Notes. (a): Transit times in BJDTDB − 2457000. T0, n single visit output in the input/priors
column, while they are the linear ephemeris plus 	T0, n from multivisit analysis. (b): Total
duration. The equation used depends on the literature. The multivisit duration is equal
to T14 = W × P . (c): spin-orbit angle measured from the RM effect.
light curves with models. From the single-visit analysis, we obtained
σT0 = 82, 251, and 45 seconds, for the first, the second, and third
visits, respectively. In the multivisit analysis, we fit the shape of the
transit (as already mentioned in Section 3.2), and used the detrending
parameters and GP information from the single-visit analysis (see the
phase folded light curve of the multivisit analysis in Fig. 10 and the
summary of the results in Table 6). We obtained an improvement on
the σT0 of the first (σT0 = 44 s) and second visit (σT0 = 198 s), and
a worsening by 20 s of the third visit. This is due to the fact that in
the detrending model of the multivisit the roll angle harmonic of the
third visit is not used, because the multivisit GP kernel should already
incorporate it, but not so efficiently in this case. A more careful and
detailed analysis is mandatory. This effect of the large σT0 is clearly
visible in the O − C diagram in Fig. 10, which does not show any
hint of TTV with the current data set.
3.9 K2-287 b
K2-287 is a V = 11.3 star (the faintest in the V band, G = 11.1)
observed by Kepler/K2 (Howell et al. 2014) during campaign 15.
This star hosts K2-287 b, a warm-Saturn (Mb = 0.3 MJup, Rb =
0.8 RJup) recently discovered by Jordán et al. (2019). Even if this
planet has been classified as warm-Saturn, we included it in our
sample because it lies on an eccentric (e = 0.478) orbit with a period
of about 15 d. The authors suggested that this planet needs more
follow-up observations to better understand the evolution process
responsible for its orbital configuration. In particular, they suggested
long-term RV monitoring, RM analysis, and search for TTV signal
due to close companions that migrated with K2-287 b. The long
period and transit duration of K2-287 b makes it difficult to schedule
and observe with ground-based facilities.
We obtained three visits spanning two months of CHEOPS ob-
servations, with GEFF of 88 per cent, 71.9 per cent, and 57.3 per cent
for the first, second, and third visit, respectively. We observed many
strong dips in the first visit with amplitude greater than the transit
depth, and we found that they were caused by the background. We
decided to remove these points with 5σ -clipping above the median of
the background flux, reducing the effective GEFF of about 30 per cent.
These dips did impact also the cprEFF of egress, lowering it to less
than 30 per cent. Furthermore, the pre-ingress part is very short in the
first visit. We did not find the background features in the second and
third visit. The cprEFF of both ingress and egress of the second visit is
below 30 per cent, as also the cprEFF of the ingress of the third visit.
In the best-fitting model of the single-visit analysis we fixed
the transit shape for all three visits. We used as detrending the
background with GP in the first visit, only the GP in the second
visit, and the first two harmonics of the roll angle with GP for the
third visit. See the best-fitting modelling in Fig. 11. We obtained a
precision σT0 = 85 s, 226 s, and 71 s, for the first, second, and third
visit, respectively. The lack of both ingress and egress and the low
GEFF of the second visits have a huge impact on the determination of
the transit time. In the multivisit analysis, we fitted the transit shape,
the background of the first visit, and GP incorporates the roll angle
harmonics of the third visit (see best-fitting model in Fig. 12 and final
parameters in Table 7). We obtained σT0 = 80 s, 129, and 103 s, with
a slight improvement of about 5 s (∼ 6 per cent) on the σT0 of the first
transit, a huge improvement of 97 s (∼ 43 per cent) for the second
visit, and a worsening by 32 s (∼ 46 per cent) for the third transit.
As seen for WASP-130 b, the implementation of the GP kernel in the
multivisit analysis cannot properly model the roll angle of the third
visit, reducing the precision on the T0. However, the T0 values of
the single-visit and of the multivisit analysis are all consistent within
1σ , as shown in the O − C plot in Fig. 12. There is not evidence of
a TTV, because of short baseline and consecutive visits (second and
third). So, it is still too early to draw any conclusion.
4 R ESULTS AND D I SCUSSI ON
From the current data set of 17 transits of seven warm-Jupiters
we obtained a wide range of timing precision σT0 , summarized in
Table 8. The best timing is of about 13 s, for the brightest target
WASP-38, and the worst case is of about 250 s (for the single-
visit analysis), for WASP-130. Beyond the stellar brightness and
the global efficiency, another major contributor, or limiting factor,
to the precision of the transit time is the efficiency of the critical
phase ranges (cprEFF), that is the coverage of the transit ingress
and egress. In case of small temporal sampling of the ingress/egress
phases (cprEFF < 30 per cent − 50 per cent), we improved the timing
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Figure 11. K2-287 b single visits analysis (see Fig. 1 for description). Upper-left: first visit, fixed transit shape and detrending against background and GP;
upper-right: second visit, fixed transit shape and detrending with only GP; lower: third visit, fixed transit shape and detrending against the first two harmonics
of the satellite roll angle and GP.
precision combining multiple visits. In the case of WASP-8 b, we
had almost no improvement from the multivisit analysis, because the
combined transits (see Fig. 5) did not fully cover both ingress and
egress phases.
We have to take into account that the higher the requested cprEFF
in both ingress and egress, the lower the probability to schedule with
CHEOPS that particular visit, simply because there are less visits
available for scheduling that actually satisfy the stringent constraints
on the critical phase ranges. To ensure an appropriate time sampling
of the TTV signal, we have to request for visits with high efficiencies
in the critical phase ranges. We compared the expected GEFF and
cprEFF from the FC with the observed GEFF and cprEFF in actual
CHEOPS visits. We remind the reader that the FC was meant as a
statistically indicative tool and not as a planning tool for the mission.
A few early visits have been scheduled without checking the cprEFF,
but we computed the critical phase ranges (cpr) for all the targets with
the parameters from the literature propagating the errors14 and we
ran the FC to obtain the expected cprEFF. We computed the observed
GEFF of a visit as the ratio of the number of data points, which is
14We used Uncertainties: a Python package for calculations with uncertain-
ties, Eric O. LEBIGOT, http://pythonhosted.org/uncertainties/.
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Figure 12. As in Fig. 2, but for K2-287 b. Left: multivisit phase plot of three CHEOPS visits; right: O − C diagram.
the number of real exposures, over the maximum possible number of
exposures due to the visit duration. We computed the observed cprEFF
in the same way as the GEFF, but taking into account only the length
and the data within the phase ranges of the ingress and egress. Then,
we computed the maximum value of the absolute difference between
the expected and the observed efficiency. For cpr time-scales of the
order of ∼30 min, which is the typical duration of the ingress and/or
egress of the transit of a warm-Jupiter, we found that the predicted
cprEFFs agree with the observed ones within ∼ 10 per cent. Also the
difference of the GEFF is of the same order. We expect that these
differences will increase with time, because the orbit file in the FC
will not be updated.
We found that for some targets the cpr of our visits do not cover the
observed ingress and egress phases. We re-computed the cpr with the
updated linear ephemeris and parameters from this work. We found
that all cpr match exactly the ingress and egress of all the visits. The
mismatch on the positions of the cpr does not seem to depend on the
difference between the FC’s orbit and the actual orbit, but rather on
the accuracy and precision of the ephemeris and transit parameters,
which are fundamental to prepare CHEOPS observations.
In our cases, the best timing would allow us to detect all the
expected range of the TTV signals (≥1 min) probing all the possible,
and realistic, regions of the parameter space of a perturber. Our worse
cases, WASP-106 and K2-287, have an average σT0,multi of less than
2 min with only three transits. This would limit the range of the
detectable TTV signals, but the possible orbital configurations of the
system with a further planet (see Figs A5 and A7) are so numerous
and extended that the current study is still feasible. We can affirm
that, in general, CHEOPS will be able to detect TTV signals with
amplitude less than 1 min for target brighter than G = 11 − 12, if
the multiple visits could cover with high efficiency the ingress and
egress phases.
It is worth noting that one of the few hot-Jupiters hosts known to
have planetary companions, WASP-47 (Becker et al. 2015), also falls
within this magnitude range and is well observable by CHEOPS.
It is actually included in another GTO subprogram (Nascimbeni
et al., in preparation). By applying the same techniques described
in this work, its 40-s TTV (Becker et al. 2015) is expected to be
detectable.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
The main purpose of this work was to demonstrate CHEOPS
capability to schedule multiple observations and obtain transit times
with sufficient accuracy to allow detection of TTV signals. In this
context, we present one of the CHEOPS GTO programs aimed at
the detection of possible TTV signals with amplitude of the order
of a few minutes of warm-Jupiter exoplanets due to gravitational
interaction with a planetary companion on outer orbit.
We collected 17 light curves of transits of seven out of eight targets
of our sample, and presented the observing strategy and the data
analysis. We demonstrated the impact and the importance of a good
sampling of the ingress and egress phases of a transit on the precision
of the transit time, but also of the pre- and post-transit portions to
properly detrend the light curve for the systematic effects. We showed
improvement on timing precision σT0 combining the multiple visits
of five targets: HAT-P-17 b, WASP-8 b, WASP-38 b, WASP-130 b,
and K2-287 b. The precision σT0 ranges from about 10 s (i.e. WASP-
38 b) to a couple of minutes (i.e. WASP-130 b and K2-287 b) for
visits with high and low temporal sampling of both ingress and egress
phases, respectively.
These observations were very helpful to understand how to prop-
erly prepare next observations, how to precisely set the visit duration
and the required efficiency of each transit phase. A simulation of the
feasible visits with updated linear ephemeris and stellar and planetary
parameters is mandatory to increase the efficiency of the CHEOPS
observations.
With the current data set, we cannot draw any conclusions about
the existence of a TTV signal in our target sample due to the short
temporal span of our observations, but this was not the purpose of
this work, focused on the demonstration of the timing capabilities of
the CHEOPS mission. We aim to collect further visits for each target
to reach at least five visits covering about a year of CHEOPS mission,
with the goal of 15 visits in the total nominal mission duration of
3.5 yr. For each target, we will analyse CHEOPS data simultaneously
with literature photometric and spectroscopy data to detect a TTV
signal on a long temporal baseline. This will help us to improve
the planetary parameters and to reduce the error on the ephemeris,
necessary to increase the efficiency of further follow-up with current
and future ground- and space-based facilities, i.e. HARPS (Mayor
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Table 7. K2-287 summary table of stellar and planetary (planet b) parame-
ters. Input and priors planetary parameters from Jordán et al. (2019). Best-
fitting solution (MLE and semi-interval HDI at 68.27 per cent) from the three
multivisit analysis.
Parameters Input/priors Source
K2-287 Gaia DR2 6239702034929248512
RA (J2000) 15:32:17.85 Simbad
DEC (J2000) −22:21:29.76 Simbad
μα (mas yr−1) −4.59 ± 0.11 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) −17.90 ± 0.07 Gaia DR2
age (Gyr) 6.6 ± 1.5 This work
parallax (mas) 6.29 ± 0.05 Gaia DR2
V (mag) 11.3 Simbad
G (mag) 11.1 Gaia DR2
M (M) 1.03 ± 0.04 This work
R (R) 1.10 ± 0.01 This work
ρ (ρ) 0.7 ± 0.3 This work
Teff (K) 5625 ± 64 SWEET-Cat
log g 4.32 ± 0.11 SWEET-Cat
[Fe/H] (dex) +0.27 ± 0.04 SWEET-Cat
K2-287 b
Model Input/priors Multivisit (MLE and HDI)
T
(a)
0,ref (d) 1001.72138 ± 0.00015 1999.5651 ± 0.0004
P (d) 14.893291 ± 0.000025 14.893289 ± 0.000025
D = k2 0.00642 ± 0.00016 0.0064 ± 0.0001
W (unit of P) 0.0100 ± 0.0006 0.0098 ± 0.0003
b 0.78 ± 0.04 0.80 ± 0.03
h1 0.72 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.01
h2 0.45 ± 0.05 0.42 ± 0.05
T
(a)
0,1 (d) 1969.77881 ± +0.00098 1969.77816 ± +0.00093
T
(a)
0,2 (d) 1999.56614 ± +0.00262 1999.56494 ± +0.00149
T
(a)
0,3 (d) 2014.45800 ± +0.00082 2014.45821 ± +0.00119
log σ j – −7.31 ± 0.04
Derived/physical
k = Rb/R 0.08014 ± 0.00098 0.0799 ± 0.0006
Rb (RJup) – 0.88 ± 0.01
a/R 23.87 ± 0.31 23.6 ± 0.6
i (◦) 88.1 ± 0.1 88.1 ± 0.1
T
(b)
14 (d) 0.15 ± 0.01 0.146 ± 0.005
e 0.478 ± 0.026 fixed
ω (◦) 10.1 ± 4.6 fixed
KRV (ms−1) 28.8 ± 2.3 –
Mb (MJup) – 0.31 ± 0.03
ρb (g cm−3) – 0.63 ± 0.07
λ(c) (◦) –
GP hyperparameters
log S0 – −21.5 ± 0.1
log ω0 – 6.5 ± 0.1
Notes. (a): Transit times in BJDTDB − 2457000. T0, n single visit output in the input/priors
column, while they are the linear ephemeris plus 	T0, n from multivisit analysis. (b): Total
duration is equal to T14 = W × P . (c): spin-orbit angle measured from the RM effect.
Table 8. Summary of the σT0 in seconds of all targets and visits (columns
V1, V2, V3, and V4). In case of multivisit analysis: σT0,multi (σT0,single); if
only single-visit analysis: σT0,single.
σT0 (seconds)
target V1 V2 V3 V4
HAT-P-17 b 52 (87) 53 (82) 94 (97)
KELT-6 b 114
WASP-8 b 50 (53) 28 (31)
WASP-38 b 20 (24) 16 (13) 17 (16) 17 (16)
WASP-106 b 60
WASP-130 b 44 (81) 197 (251) 65 (45)
K2-287 b 80 (85) 128 (226) 103 (71)
et al. 2003), HARPS-N (Cosentino et al. 2012), ESPRESSO (Pepe
et al. 2010, 2021), the European Extremely Large Telescope (ELT),
JWST (Gardner et al. 2006), and ARIEL (Pascale et al. 2018; Puig
et al. 2018; Tinetti et al. 2018; Pilbratt 2019).
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Data type: default aperture data and best-fitting model in ascii file.
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APPENDIX: MAPS OF THE EXPECTED TTV SI GNALS
Maps of the expected TTV signals for each target. Each map has been created as described in Section 2.
Figure A1. TTV amplitude (ATTV) map from the 900 numerical integration of a possible perturber with 30 log-values of mass and period for HAT-P-17. The
grey dots are the mass-period combinations used for each simulation. The white lines are the RV semi-amplitude (KRV) of the perturber. The three plots have
different initial values of eccentricity (eperturber) and mutual inclination (	i), and same argument of pericenter (ωperturber = 90◦). Left: eperturber = 0.0, 	i = 60◦;
centre: eperturber = 0.1, 	i = 60◦; right: eperturber = 0.0, 	i = 0◦.
Figure A2. As Fig. A1 for KELT-6. Left: eperturber = 0.0, 	i = 0◦; centre: eperturber = 0.1, 	i = 0◦; right: eperturber = 0.1, 	i = 60◦.
Figure A3. As Fig. A1 for WASP-8.
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Figure A4. As Fig. A2 for WASP-38.
Figure A5. As Fig. A2 for WASP-106.
Figure A6. As Fig. A2 for WASP-130.
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Figure A7. As Fig. A1 for K2-287.
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